
 

Minutes:  OD Low Vision Workgroup  

Date:  Monday, October 24, 2016 

4-4:20 PM ET  

Call participants:  Karen Brahm, Lisa Chan-Oconnell, Greg Hopkins, Tim Morand, Gary Mancil, Michael 

Fischer, Danielle Wilhelm.  Felix Barker, Sally Dang, Olga Whitman. 

 

1. Follow up item from our August call 

Pts with Low vision (coded H54.2; Low vision, both eyes) will get VERA classification 4, but this does 

not affect their copays.  Only the people that are legally blind will get the copays waived (based on 

catastrophic disability) even though they are now in the same VERA class. 

Question from group on Aug call:  does low vision have to be listed on the problem list for VERA 

reimbursement? Or is listing it in the encounter sufficient? 

Answer:  According to BRS, the Low vision code (H54.2) does have to be added to the problem list.  

 

2. Follow up item from our June call 

Is the primary diagnosis code for LV rehabilitation exams still the code for LV rather than the disease 

code?   

From the national coders:  NOTE: Under ICD-10-Cm subcategory H54, Blindness and low vision, is a 

note to code first any associated underlying cause of the blindness.  This Note did not exist in ICD 9. 

*There was a comment on the June call that this is different from BRS. 

We clarified with BRS, and we are to code first any associated underlying cause of the blindness.  

 

3. LV web course  update  

Modules 2, 7,  and 9 (telehealth) are not yet completed  

-Taking the courses gives COPE credit to use toward state licensure.  Instructions for printing the 

certificate was sent out with the Aug minutes.  If you need a copy of the instructions, let Lisa or Karen 

know.   

 

 



4.  Question to the group about using Veteran’s choice program for Low Vision patients. 

Providers for the VA Choice program through HealthNet have to have a valid, unrestricted state license. 

This would work for low vision optometrists.  Choice would not work for LV therapists who have 

certification from the ACVREP organization.   

 

 

5.  Patti shared via email that Dr. Henry Greene (VP of Ocutech) is a great resource for 

teaching/lecturing residents.  He has lectured at Salisbury VA.  He would be happy to speak at other VA 

low vision sites. Some topics he’s lectured about include:  

 

Correction of distance vision  

Basic low vision without the calculations 

Driving and bioptic driving from the standpoint of a low vision doctor and from the standpoint of a DMV 

medical board  

 

6.  RVUs associated with low vision procedure codes are provided in the table below.  A couple of the 

codes (Orthotic/Pleoptic Training and  Sensorimotor Exam) have modifiers that are to be used if a 

technician does a portion of the procedure.   

TC- is the technical component only, such as the tech set up the orthoptic/pleoptic training and 

sensorimotor exam and there was not a provider component. 

26- is if the provider only wrote the report, interpreted the findings, reports written, etc for the training 

and exam.  

If the provider did the whole encounter, then no modifier would be applied to the below codes. 
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